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recruited amongst Balkan barbarians who had remained
pagan—troops who were sacrificed in vast numbers for the
defence of the Empire. They were at once passionate and
interested defenders of the old religion, for the class-interest
of the officers appealed to all the anti-Christian prejudices,
The persecutions resemble the modern movements of anti-
semitism. The last persecution caused widespread disgust,
and the principal persecutor, Galerius, recognized his
failure by promulgating on his death-bed the great Edict of
Tolerance of the fourth century, the Edict of Sardica (Sofia,
a.d. 31i). Five Emperors, at least, between the years 306
and 311 declared themselves more or less openly in favour of
Christianity. Their attitude proves that the Empire in order
to surmount a terrible economic and social crisis felt it
necessary to resort to a religious mysticism which might
buttress and sustain those political institutions which had
themselves been refashioned upon Eastern models.
That is not all: even such an enemy of Christianity as was
Maximin Daia (died 313)—who ended his reign like the
others with an edict of tolerance—as well as, half a century
later, the last imperial adversary of the new faith, Julian the
Apostate, sought in more than one point of their organization
of pagan worship to imitate that of the Christian Church. If
they had conquered the Galilaean, these Caesars would have
borrowed from His Church its hierarchy of metropolitans
and many another Christian institution.
Shaken to its foundations, within an ace time and again of
perishing in an unexampled cataclysm, the Empire realized
that in order to survive it needed not only a dynastic, military,
monetary, and administrative basis, it needed also a soul, a
core of religion. And, indeed, it had no longer any choice.
Christianity had on its side the mass of the people, at least in
the heart of the Empire. Here the Orient made its decisive
preponderance felt—a preponderance which was at once
demographic, economic, and cultural. And Christianity
brought to the Empire an organization already made, and
the Empire in identifying itself with Christianity had seen
in it a unifying factor. Christianity, however, had conquered
the world not in the form of a great river with a single stream,
but in the form of numerous torrents. These divisions had

